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O, Preliminaries 
In this section I wiit intr0dt~ce the basic co~cepts which wil l  be . . . . . .  uses ~.~Jug..:~.~ . ......... ~ ..... 
this paper.  I assume that a first-o.rder language r is given, %vi*b ,>'edi~'~!: ,  ", ',.~--'~" 
{.F~ t n ¢ ~o} where  iS(n~ = de~ree P~, for ai l  n, For  simpticity's ake" ?[ ass:am~:: ....... 
has no constants or  fnnct ion  symbols. I associate w~th L ~.~-' -',,q,.~.. -=.,,a-~~'.....0.~ ~,,..,~.%~ .. .......  -,~ .;~:' ' 
with sorts o- and ¢t which Contains one binary predicab~ ,:v~a~',o~.., _. . . . . .  a~~.e~ 'vr~e ((,., r) 
and for each n a predicate symbol  !~,, of type (0')a('°o t will sometl~r~eS " '* '~ ' ~.<z i~).,Td 8ei: 
X of Constants :of both sorts to  L',Z ~-~ th '  res,41t::wi!! be .~er~<~<u¢~ .......... ~. 
r t l rhe  L-str~tctures are of the form 
where A is the:set  of: individuals of sor t  cr, T is the set 0f indivfdua!s of :.or~. r. 
iS a subset:of  ' e0~ ~-.~ . . . . . .  . . . .  ~, " ~ ' • A r  c, ach n. and ~:~- is a subset of:: A x 7. ,:X a~,~ 211 are ~,:~,v,,.,,..~ 
t0:be disioint.: : : : . . . .  : . . . .  
; i 
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Variables of sort cr will : be denoted by  towe>case tetiees: 
x ,x~,x>o: . ,>y>y>.o  etc. \',a;mbles of ~,rt r Will be denoted by  capita! 
letters: U, L(,., g%, "~,2 ~/;{ ~ .~, ~., era. D~:r easons wIiich will sool: bec0me obvi0uS~ 
t wilt sometimes refer tO variables of sot! cr as individual variables:land ~0 
variables of sort r as set Variables: On the occasions when it is'necessaryto adj0ii~ 
to L constant symbols either of sort :cr Or of sort r. tl:ese will als0 be refen-ed to 
as individual{ constants and set constants, respectively." 
Let ,E be the fotIowing set of sentences of L% 
(i) N u) (v  v ) (U  = v +-> (V:~)( v c: U +~ x ~ V)), 
C'  (.::J u)cV:O(x ~ U), 
(3) (-3 U)(Vx) n (x e U), 
(4, (V U)(VV)(B W)(Vx) (x  e W~ x : UA x ~:. V).  
Suppose sg is an L%~ructure and .vlt-~ E.. ,d is of the form ({A, T}, {B,, ] n ¢ o),% 
a % Given any C in T let C be the subset of A given by C =5 {a ~ A i a e 'C}. Let 
"P={CiCcT} .Lets~betheL%tructure  ~',,~A, T~j, ~,,,~ I n ~ w}, ~ } w t : e ~ e ,  , ¢ isths 
usual membership :relation between elements of A and 6!ements of 2?. Let 
h :~d be defined by h(a)=a for aeA and i*(C)=C for CeTo Then it 
follows easi!y from the extensionatity axiom (4)in 2:,: that h is an isomorphism. 
Co,~sequently, I can assume without oss of generality that all modeis of Y imve 
the special form ({A, T}, {B. i n s o)}, ~ } where T is a base for a topology 0n A 
and : is the usual membership relation between individuals in A and sets in 7: 
I am mainly concerned with a speciai, subclass of the models of ~. This class is 
defined as ~,.dow~,. 
Def in i t ion  1, tf s-i = ({A, T}, {B,~ i n ~_: ~o}. <:)is a model of ~, then ~ is a topologi- 
cal Sirucau'e if and only if T is a topology on A. 
Suppose s1={{A, 7},{B,,]n~vo},e) is any model of ~= Let ,q:*= 
({A; T*}, {B, I n ~: aJ}, : } where T ~~ is the topology gm!erated by T and ~- is the 
membership relation between elements of A -'~ " - '  am_~ s~As in T $, 
Lemma 1, .sd* ? X and ~* ~,s a topotot::icM structure for arty ,.~ ~ ,£. ¢ 
Tb, e p:x)of is trivial Finally i define two more concepts whlcii will e0nie up in 
.,ucce,e,~::,a .......... . . . .  
Definition 2. If T is a topek,,gy then w (T). the webzht is tlxe least cardinal ~.~ 
T has a base : f  cardi~:ality (~:; ' :: : such thai 
DetlnRi,n 3. If :~p(X~; .ii., x,,, U: , . . ,  ,:U;,~) is any L:4ormuta with free m(hv~duat 
variables x:,. :2, X,~ and f)ee set variables U:> ; U,,, tt!e n ~ is :invariant if and 
only if for all 'M = ({A; T}, {:I3, i n ~ o)}( e } whk'h are models of X,: all a;i,: i{, a,. G : 
A. and ali= CI, 12., C;,, e Tone  has ]:{ ~(a,, i .  :[,a~} ~}, . ! ¢ ) i f  and oniv'if : 
i . . . .  
independent ly  by my*elf in U~ 6]~ Pro"ffs whbh wi th  o~:  ~m--c~p~-M- ;~.~.~:. :,~ i . 
easY;, will oMy be i.L, dicatedo : (The reader  sh0tf ld r.~ote *~',,~a._- t ocb'4, a0-a:a!:ior :,i;fir, r,; 
somewhat  f rom that adopted by McKee,) 
For  any set X of coastant symbols c-f. ek]~e~  sot'% a ~ ~,..~uhu.G~4g,:: ... ....... ..... ?;4w,~ <f~*~; of L/(A:" 
MII be de f ined . .~ .v  free of a v.-.um,.~e v.~ au  ,d(X):~ormu.~a Ca4 a oc¢514 'e~K:e  _ Se[ . . . . .  '~{~ "'° ~- " : "  ~ '  
positive if it is w i th i ,  the scoo  : I:~e of an  even mxnber  of ne;m~uo>" •s3nn~~,,"s,~ and 
ne~.afive if i t  is witlilr~ the scope of a~ odd ~ " ":" . . . . . .  * - ~ .... ' . . . . .  memr.-,er q~ nega~!<ni:sy~:noo~s., f'' {}]: >~ a 
. . . .  ' "-~ i , F  -h  o; set variable, an,:] s is elfilcr art h, ,d . .vh_~4a]  variable or ~-~,*~ ~.~,,-:,~a~.~"':';~'~'i'"a~ confit m, . . . . . . . . .  th ,ss  
4r  r ' ,  ,~ { " r ;  (g,* ; l . . . . .  ,.'~, [.h.,,..¢ ( U}, will de~ote (~ U)(s e U/~ ~,( U)} and. @ .~., b49, {o,~ wTlI denote ,: ~.-: ~, ,~, 
( se  U- - .  ~p(U)k Let M(X)  b ~ ~ ....... :..* ~,vb,.,--.- " " - "  ' - 
(1) atomic formulas not  ContaiMng the sort 'r equaEty syn}b01 ~i:re i:~ M(A()., 
(2) if ~o is in M(X)  then ~x~5 and Vx<0 are i~ M(X)  for alI b .dbidua!  .... ~ ...... ,' 
(3) if p and @ are in ..~,-*~'~-~., ~...; then-~ e, ~ A G, and p v ib are: ir~ .~1d(:X:)( 
(4) if ¢ is m Ag(X ; ,  U is any  set variable, s ,s any m&.wdt~ai va:dabk> or 
i ,d iv iduaI  constam:, aad all free occm'reaces of U i~ ¢ are positive., *'* ..... 
(VUL~# is in M(X), 
(5) if ~ is in M(X) ,  U :iS any_ set variable., s is any ir~dbidua} "~'-,  '°mc,~,= ........... c,~' 
{gd iv idua l  cor~star~t, arid all free ocm~rrenees of U i,~ ~p ~'e ,,.,.~:,~,~., ............. 
is in .M(X) .  
It:is often corwerdeat to use tt~e fol lowing -prenex form for formulas i<~ M(Xk 
Lemma 1. Any  )brmu[a in M(X)  is logically e~ui;.~aM~:~ to a fo rmuk~ .,;J: &e/bn~,g 
O~, . . . .  , O~:g, where ¢ is qua.~zt[fier-fre G Q>. ,  •, ()K are qmqntifie~x of t}~e },o,,~ ~" ...... ~{{k:q, 
Vx~, (BG){,, or (VG) .~ such. that @ O, :-'(Bt4),, then aft occ-:,rrenceS of  U] M ~':,~. rv.re 
negative, and i.f O~ = (.YU~)~ then all occurre,~ces of [.~ in *.# a~z~ ,:,O:;igive. 
I f  X= O, set  M(O)  = M:  
Lemma 2, I f  a" ~r ~ e)}, is (t n'~oc~e{ v.j e~ : \i.A, T}, {B [ n e ? .2, 
~(X*; . . . ;X , , ;  [h i . - . ( ,  O;;,, U) is i t~  M, all oecurrence,~ of U i,.~ ~: are no~.~m~. 
a ,  i , :a ; ,~A,  :C i ; , . . ,  ' ~ ' ' .... Dc:D '  mee~ ...... }: . . . .  C m, D, D ~ t and ° ",<~ 
: .... ( , .  D) m~phes .tit ~ cola > . 
:currences:df U:in q~ are:negative, then M ~: {~,(a> 2.; ~ a;~, C'~, .... , C'...~, ..o'~, ..;~., ok;~..,, ..... . , 
4 . ) '  : : ~ q~(a~;,  .'; .a,,. C~, . . . ,  C, . .  t~ ). . . . . .  : : 
7fh ls lemmals  ) r~,dbv  asm~ t..-Ih.k,,41~ ..... c t ta~ .~,  , o~ u . . . .  t . . . .  P . . . . .  - ...... : . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Lennr~a 3, If  ~ ~ h:f~ then ~ is invariant. : 
This lemma is also proved by induction onlhe ~e~,th of ¢: Lemma z. ~s used tO 
handle the steps a t which Set quantifiers are introduced.: : : 
]t X is any st=;; of constant symbols and ~N= ({A, T}, {B,~ In e ~o}, e ,  a,~ ~-,ex as 
an L'(X)-structure Satisfying 2. then Jet ~* =({A, T*};-,rB,~  n ~ a~}, ~, a, "; 
where 7 ~ is the topology generated by T and define im!ariant L'(X)-fo:~7~mlas in 
the same way a:~ fur L'. The~ one can easily prove analogues of Lemma 2 a~d 3 
for M(X). However, in order to avoid an excessively Confusing notation, I will 
usually restrict my attention to the case X= ¢, I t  will be clear that the results 
proved for M generalize witheut difficulty to M(X)  .for any X. 
From Lemma 3, one immediately obtains analogue:; of sonie basic theorems of 
first-order model theory. 
Theorem 1 tCompactnes~, Theorem). I f  K is any set of  sentences #|. 2t./I at~d ,*b," 
each finiW subset S of K ~here is a to~ological structure ~ such that .~ t: S, then there 
is a topological structure ~ such the2 ,.~1 .~ IC 
Proof, The hypothesis mplies that each finite subset of 27 U K has a inodel, so by 
the compactness tlieorem for L', ~here is some ~ ~UK.  But then ~* is a 
topological .... ~,tr~c~.ure' "~ ~ and ~* ~ K since each p ~ K is invariant by Lemma 3~ r~...: 
"* l * .-a Theorem 2 (Lowenl.em~-~kolem Taeorem). ff  zg = ({A, T}, {P,, ! n .~- m}, ~) is a 
to.pa~ogicat structure, c(A)~;~o, and 3" is any infinite caMinal, then there is a 
topological structure ~ =-- ({B, S}, {E,~ I n e o)}, ~ }, suct5 that c(B) = % w (S) <~ % and 
]'or any senwnce ~ ~. M; ~ ~ ~ if and only if ~ ~ ¢2. 
Proof. Immediate from the LSwenheim-Skotem l"o1: L' and Lemma 3. [24 
T~e ~°aajor result in [9] is 
Theorem 3..t]" ~ is ar~ #wariant sentence then there is a sentence ~.5 ~:~  / such t~,at 
McKee proves tliis restfl t by a di~ficti!t arg~.m'ient i volving consisteir~cy proper: 
ties in an in!!v.itary, many-sorted language/I~ Section 2, I wil! give an alterna~:i~'e 
proof usin~ the ulti:apower theorem. .  : ' ) : 
To complete this section, I will give some examples of the topological concepts : 
which can be expressed in M (in the sense that ii'. a / i sanv  topoi~?~icai Structure 
then . . . .  M. is.in the given Class Of topoiogical structures if:and only  if :.~ satisf~e.~ t ix : 
indicated M2Sentence). : ~:  
Modal 0~eory oi" iv..*po[egic~fi, s/.~'uce¢ues 
tl:"' Hausdorff spaces!. . : : : i 
s 9 : .e. ~ ~ ~ . :," . ( "r v 4 w -z , .  v~) peheet  spav,es, tgx),Vb)::(-Y~vX, ~-Y e,. 3 e U) . . . .  
(3) discrete spacesl NX)(~ u) . (Vy)(y ~ u=~...~- . . . .  x'; 
(4) =regular st~.aces: 
(Vx)(VU)~(ii w~ (~' -> ' ( '~*0  ~a.  ~( . . . .  WAx..:c. " "  y<:: U] 
(SS x~{A, T}. P, P the . . or a . . . . . . .  ',~.... 
tVx)(gy ;(Puq, y))A (vx)(Vy)(Vz)(P(:,:, >, 
A.P(x ,  Z) ~ y :~- Z ) , \  t~J X){V':._),x~: }'l>~" \~, "',: 
~. (~ V),~(Vz)(Vw)(z ~ V, \  P(z, ~+,)-,:+; w +:. U'O+ 
The reader can easily construct ma~y more examples for :hJ~se!L. For insta' y:~':, 
(5) obviously implies that one can axiomatize ia Mt i~e clas,,.es of topo!ogic;d 
tA 1 tT}.S-~2 ! }2 ~L<;, ~ groups, topological vector spaces, etc. Since McKee. resn.%~ed. . . . .  ,.,~ o-. ... }% 
these more complicated examples do not appear in [9], but they liave pmvio,mI2 
been noticed in essence under dillerent formulations by Robinson [] 0); Eankstor~ 
[I], and Saro [i3]. In COlmectiop. with [i3~,.it should iSe~ .... ~', ~d tha~ the  
topological anguage L(O) constructed by Sgro cao be Considered as a s,~bse, t oJ 
M\ Sgro interpret s the quantifier 0 as  follows: M != Oxg,(x) if a~d o:.qy if 
{a ~ A d ~ ~(a)} is open in the topology .... of d.. This can be r,.2 4,0...>:.d. '#, ,:,/ {,~ . .. A4 by !d~o 
formMa: 
~7 
(Vx)@(x)  (3  ,~ " , ' , ,  ~: . - *  ~) . tV) .b  : u - . , :  e (y ) ) ) .  
With this in mind, one can easily define by induction, a faitiffUt " . . . .  :~° ....... : .... c.f 
L(O) inside .M. 
i 
2. The URl"apower theorem and its consequences 
One of the  most impor fant  results: o f  first:order mode! tiv::~ow is Keis.!~fs 
Ultrapower Theorem. This result also holds in t~;pologicei model ff:,eo;:y. 7i:~ ~.!~:~; 
Section. I will prove kl~e Uttrat:u:~wer Theorem a~d derive a qv~<her ~- ,'o -~+:> -~ ....... 
from it.. T l ie  met!iod Of proof  is to :reduce the  tot~ologicaI case .  w. ~4~,=.... ....... ,',~'/;~'--4~J,,..: 
firstLorder:case: Given two topological structur;s :¢/. and @ whi:ch satisfy 'd:<~r,::'d'*:~e 
sentences in M; I construct elementary exie~sions M ~'-. d ,  o~,.. ~.. -.:.-, Ta  
and ~ '  are t0pological ly isomoi:phic, The~t I apply :the Ordi~.:;a~.~ Y' _,~u,~,.?.,w~:,~ - 
Theorem. .N ' :and  N! are conStrticted: by  a speclat model techr~queo 
: : First I introduce some: new definitionsl ' , 
: i . : 
Def in i t ion 1.  I f  M={:{A, T}, ~ ~ : " \ ° ~: 
: m6dels of X and h ~s a map from Aonto  I3. then h ~s a 4~volog~ca ~o.n,or~z~z~s~:-'. ii! 
18 & Oaravage~a: : : : )  
CE and onty if h is an isomorphism fronf (A I ~ ~.: }:~ ~co}) 6m0 {B.,{F:~: i ~ a ~o}} and h 
is a homeomorphism wi~ res;)ect o the t0i}oiogies T* and S*~ : : 
Definition 2. If N is a model of X, A isan iafimte index set, and D is an nttraf i l ter 
on a., tl~en (aC~/D) ;~ is the= t:,;?oIogicai Mtrapoweg" of M with respect o X and D. 
(Here sd*~/D is the usual hi~t~er order ultrapower of M regarded as a two--sort6d 
smmture .fR~ "~ 
Topological ultrapowers have bee~ investigated by Sgro Ill 3.1 and Bankston [1]. 
Now t can state the following topological version of the Ultrapower Ttieorem: 
Theorem 1. I f  ~ and 9~. are topological stn~ctures of ~he same similarity type, ~7~e~, 
M and o~ have 'o'~elO " ;H ' ' "  isomorphic " . . . .  . . . .  u~r¢~FOWt: r~ t] ¢~rI6f Ot~lv  i f  ~CV 
sa~iffy the sc~me sentences b~ ,M. 
ProoL The "only :~f ....... t _ ~,ar_ is a trivial ~' " apt:aeaaon of Los' theorem and :he 
invarialme of the sentences in ~M. (N2B.: two top,oIogical structures are tooote:,,i- 
cally isomorphic if and only if they are isomorphic as two-sorted structure~.) So 
assume .~l aad c& satisfy the same sentences in M. Let 
~~ = ,~o = ({Ao~ T'%L {K  x~ i n ~ o~}, ~ ) 
: :  eao = ({Bo, 7~,:}, ',P,, '~' in  e ~,,}, e ) 
and :%= oo-r+catd ~,AoU ,.:4 . . . .   1 ")+ ca:~d (t:k~ U 7%0+ Choose an ultrafitter Dr> on ho s'tlcb 
that CXo c#:~a., r~ + , . .~zo/Do and ,x,o eL'O are ho-samrated and have cardinality ~x,,~ . Let 
- - (~  ) 'o  " set - ~go /Do, ~ = ~o/Do.  ; 
if d~. Y0,= have been defined so that card (M.)=card (N. )= A,, then ehea~se an 
uhrafilter D~ on h.~, ~tmh that ,~.~.~':4D, ,, and Y8~,/D.. are &,%saturated and have 
cardinality 2x-. (For each n, M,~ is a structure ({A.,'F'~,!},{F'~,~!n~a)}, e~,..
k~,~) is defined to be card (A,, U T~:"-)..) Now let 
gm 
¢,5' ........... >~5~t, (e~ . :  Ii . . . . . .  
I will show: that x2.~ i~, topo!,3ak:ally isomorphic ~0 2~3,,,~ tb  simplify ttle notatioi~ t 
will treat: .d~,, and ~24o a~ ,~ l,~:~ were actually tge ~mions:of the M. and ~)~1,, 
respectively rather than me:rei~ ~:Iu.~ dii'ect limits. . . . .  ' : 
TlietopoIogical is0morphisin is Co~>:{r~mt~O. by induction. Suppose that at: sta~e :
n i have defined {a, a<a.,_:~}, {b~ i~,<~, ~.=,~, ~K~,L i  !c~<h~.;.~, i~n- - l} ,  
tM,,: ~ { {^,._.p 1~ n .  1} s,:ch that i . . . .  : 
(i:. A" - - l c{%[a<X, - t}=A; ;  . B, i - ie{~l :~<Ai i  ~}cBo~ = :: 
t" ~3, Ig( a .~  r u "3 ld-a -,> i ~ , : ,  :L4~, ~,  x r ,  =~, ~.,~a:-., &y,~, : : : .  : : : 
a~>'J ~ i  ,a,,< A:._~ : 
: : . N '4 (3) ~ L,%~; G ~,  :~.< : 
fo r  all a '  < )..~:i~ and if: U e: " .... ~ L 0:~ ..... T~o<Vc T: " ' -0  a~K~ G r '  V ' ; :  ~,,,-,-; }'g~ c: 
cu.,a%_~ .- V) for  all c~ <k;i:-~. . . . .  
0 (4) "~' " . . . . .  
~, V~ . . . . .  vo are ,-,~eg,v;*>e in }o ,,,, . ,,, < ,,, . - o r.e < 
. d ~ I k'2 
the~-~ 
If n =0o thsn  all cond i t ions  but  (4 )  are vacuous° and (4 )  " '  ' ' o " . . . . .  , tS  e ( l LHv~!~bi :D ' t  fA5 ~[~¢:~ 
s ta temem " i f  ¢?<aM is a sentence  and  ,,~.'g~ :, the, r~ ~" ~qC'  wldch ~s tr~e 'by 
hypothes is .  Sc the induct ion  can be carr ied  out  at s tage Oo ~-,"ow* st~pF,ose it '~,;~.~ 
been  dogie for  n ;  I wa!~.t tO showk ca~a be don& :[o:r n + 1. 
some way.  i wil l  clhoose {% lh ,~_~=-ce<h,}  and {b a, ,_~:~ev<h,,} so  ;~:.; ~c, 
preserve_. (4)° Suppose  # < ),,, is even  and >~, ~ _. "tg. . . . . . . .  i a' < t-.,;" .... ,:~.- 
def ined;  Let  G,. be t~,e first e lemen{ in . . . . .  A, , ,~a,::~ {,:~<t*}. L~;~- " .... q~, . .  . ...... ~o. 5<: 
fO : r rmf ias  o f  ~'!~e ~ . . . . . .  . . . . .  : ' , '~  ' " " .yf:,,a ~;,:.:-,c'm..x~ h~ (4) and suppose  
o. :~, . . . ,  e ,< I* ,  %,  . . . . .  % < &i-.~. f-q . . . . .  [.~<.Z,_,,~ 
i~,...:.i~-<-;nr 0:I, A . . . . .  £~-~n=i ,  
and  
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is aga in  a fo rmuta  of  the  ~" ' -  - " :  kmo desuHt~ed i:'~ (4)  a~:d 
[ :: 
So by  the  induct ion  hypothes is  : : : [: : : : , 
Appiy i r !g  Saturat ion;  one  0btains: b,~e.B,,:ii, l sucbthat  (4) st:[iI;:h~}idsi' : ' 
20 & Gar, ux+glia 
i : i  
Conversely, Suppose ~ t s odd: Let b+ be the first e+cment:m B,:-{b, +a=<+lx> 
Suppose ~i ; .+. .  ¢m are  forinulas in M Such that -~e~;~:/ i ,  :~:~.,i satisfy the 
conditions in (4). T|mnVx(V; 'L~: ,~,)  satisfies the Conditions in+ (4) so 
~x(A;5+ +;) iS the negation of such a formula? Consequently, if +~i . . . .  , a~ < g.; 
W;. ,Y,- <'~,~--~::/3>. + , ,  01~:<.<:2.~2 L,:+ ..+ ~-<--. n - ! ,  jl..:. ; .  ~+ ~< n ' : l  and :  : 
: : ,n  
.{+++ g /\  ,~+(b~+, b~, :. LS,+ M;+?, + M?), N++~ r+a+) + : • , + .+ ,  , .  +~ . . . . . . .  N~, ,+,  + 
then 
+ +.,.+v++.,+~,+%, . . . . .  d+/, +. , .+ ,N  W) , 
so by the induct ion hypothesis  
Consequently, by saturation one can find: a~ ~ A,+~ such that (4) is preserved. It: is 
also clear that (1)will hold for the sequences {a,~. i a < h,+}, {b, i~ '<&,} chosen in 
this fashion. 
Now it ~s necessary to choose the sets K~; ~ " • L.,:, M+, N~' in Such a way as to 
preserve (2), (3), and (4). if a <- ~^ ;~_~' one only+ 'has- to choose K,,~a L+,, . . . . . . . .  M ~, and N~'~, 
whereas for c~ > a,+_~ it is necessary to choose theSe sets for N1 i<  n. But in the 
latter case, KT, L~, ,~//{~, N} ~ are selected by a simple iteration of the process used 
yg ,  ~, r~x  for a <,~+._.~. So ;{ will assume a <h=_ and ttmt for al! /z <a ,  .K,. L~ ~, M*,~, +~'~;, 
have been chosen to satisfy : (2); (3), an d (4): Let 
, (x l  . . . . .  xk, U~, ..... U,, V+t , : . . ,  "V';) be as in (4) , ;at ,  . . . .  % <3. , ,  
K~'), K>~.rKel ~ <Z~_~. i<~n-1}u{g~l lx<e},  " 
L~,,. ~ P+~.r/.~ i ~ < 2t,,_i, i ~< n ' ' l}  O {L~ 1 #, < a I 
aged suppose 
Then since: Ui is aegatNe in --~ ~. ~ . . . .  ~ : 
for all SUfticientiylsmaI1 L~,,~: 7 ~, ...... containing %:So ,  .by:saturation wevan pick 
K,~ ¢,~ T +<: ; such ttiat a+~ 6 K]~., K]: c: U fo r  all U e I:% such: tt~at % ~ (.~ and 
for al l  ~o; a~;"+;a~;  ~%, . . ,%.  t8~;,+~;:~9~,i>. ,i,., jr,+ ,f,: satisfying (*). 
consequentiy£ :: : :: ::::: :,: : ~ : . . . . . . . . .  , : 
..... . . . . . . . . .  ..... : : : 
~,Mode~ tBeo~ y W ~ ~o&~gic~ ~r~,~'~,, ,  ~ 2;i 
if aad o~flv if ` I 
But  (VU~L~ is:ats0 a formula of: the type desci;ibed ~. (4)o sd ':: : 4 .... " -. O 2 ;,:11~, {h4 I,U [~ , 
hyp0the:ds i f  ~ ) aoi~{~,, d~en : : . . . . . . .  
~*~ .... ? iV U.~ g e!<: ; - .  ,i~., ~ U;'i Mr'?. >¢','. ~'v*~. , NS:)). 
So ff we now choose ~,.,~,~,= *n exactty 1,~e same way that *,_.~ was c~osen d: :is cc~,c. ~. 
that v4. wnl loe preserved. 
Now;a  similar method is used to choose N;~ a'~d L,~. Szr!>t:x>se ~ ~s a '<>cm~ >.
such that -'~ ~ iSof the type described i:a " ~,4). e~'> . . , ,  c~,,.: <&.  
M;'). . . . . . .  M,Te{hf~' / ' ; '  ]be "-X,,-.~;~" iv~'e - i} tJ {M:;I! u.;' ~'-< oe~. 
. {N>. ,  < i v {N!; u < .4- 
a, d 
Tiien V:t is negative in -~ ¢, so : 
~nd for all_ sufficiently Small Vx e ........ Containita~ i)~. Ccmsequent!?~ we•: ...... ~,~,~ " 
• .--M~¢ Such that b.. ~N, .  N .  a~d 
. . . . .  g : • - ; , ,  ,~L:,  . ] a~e :'e 4,~ "~ 
Timrefore. 
if and only if : : : , 
MT, i . . . .  : ~,,.._, k- :)~,o¢(b~,,, ...... bo~, . . . . . .  ,,_ , . . . . . . .  N t) .  . . . .  
But :n[(VV,),~q~] =(~V,) 2 m ¢ wlfich :is of  the {s1~e described in r4~ '~" , ,  . .  ,,~, '*, ~':>~'*' 
tlo/dS then by  induction:liypothesis; i:: : i ..... 
: d , ,+t  VuLu-,.~.~.L~", 
So if we now choose '~ " . . . . .  f , ,m the same way that we: d~ose N~; it f:;; clear ~:i~a~ ~,~{ 
be :preServed '  :i :: : '  ~ : ( : i  : 
T t i i s  oamt~letes tile inductive cons~ructi0~ D~tfi:e *:~ "':' . . . .  
fo r all a. Then ida im tha~ h iS: a topo!ogica[ i,s0mlarphism. K i~(:~!:>/; ,:~ x,:.) f~; i~: ~i4 
and Contains; no:set variables ther~:bo:th e :and-q  ~ satisfv:thehYpothesk-'.., c,f [¢);, ;:~o 
if '&., }=::~#(lr(a,,);. i: :. h(a~. )J.:eo~:,equer4E:~ ;'~ is  
;~n :aigebrai:c i@mo~hism.; Nov,' ietc~ be an. arbitrary 0r,:li~-~ai~ and le t  V< 7 % be ] 
fan open setl c0niaining <, q}hen: i~fice T p;~ U ~,i- a~ T~': (to be':abse(tu*:elY ere<;se, 
t his ;is:a. di~eCt:limit/71lo[ a ! . t l l !0n) : there  is some >-~ such: that g.£~ c; V b5 (a), ~3:.,.~ 
"..~"-, ~ UI" satisfies the conditions, of (4) so: .~%. ~ ;> eet~ = .RY~,, implies ~s, r-¢ tg~b ~5- e.:~,~v:~ for
: = 
al!/3. In other winds ;t mars K.,~ " ' " - 1~ se into M,~-  _ h is eontinuot~s2 Converselv. :i~ 
U ~ T "~,,, and % e U the~,_~ for some n.. .L~ c= U. ~', " : ~ ' ~ brace a~e V, ~tisfies: ti~e 
conditions ir, (4). eg~ g a~ L~: implies N,o ~ b a ~g N;- for aii: 13+ Th]is means i;,a,: h -* 
maps N,"~ into L;'2c U, Sob  -~ is atso contfimous. Therefore { h is a t0p01ogicaI 
isomorphism. 
Now, since ~ff,~ > J ,  2~, > {~, it f0tloxvs from [ lb  l that there is son:e carmaa[ X 
a,~.d some ultrafilter D on A s~,ci~ th.a~ 
s¢"/D :~,~¢2,/D, N'~iD = {BX,/D. 
But ba ld  is a topological isomorphism between J ) jD  and :~/D;  so :it follows 
that the topological uttrapowers (;~a/D)* and (NX/D) * are  topologically 
isomorphic. 
We can now derive some of the promised coro~iaries of this theorem° 
Corollary 1. t f  ~ is an ir.c~ariant semence dwn there is some se~;tence d,in M, s~.~ch 
Proof. This is a standard argument [3, Ch. ~.z]." "~ Let D,  ={~/~ A4 ~.x* b '4~" - ~ ~}. 
Suppose that for no (~D,o is it true that X~-~-~0:  'rhea ~U{~}U 
{-~ ',) I g~ ~- D~} has a model ~ .  Let E ,  = {d/~ A4 IgB ~ 0}. Then  ~U {-~ ~} ~..J E,~ is 
consistent since otherwise, N k g~-~ p for some 4~ a E~ and hence by definition of 
N~ @ ~-7 0 cot~tradiction. So let .~¢ ~ XCI{~q ~}U ~.~ Then ~4 and ~)~ satisfy the 
same seme~ces in M. so by Theorem l there are 1~ D such that (~ceX/D) * is 
topologically isomorphic to (NX/D)*~ But since 9~ is invariant (~4'~/D) * h -q ~ and 
(@aID)* ~ p contradiction. 
Col9llary 2. The set of in-variant se~tences i recursit~ely enumeraMe~ . 
Pr*~ot. By Corollary 1 this set is just {,p E L.'! -~? ~, ¢ ~-~ O for seine" ): ~ wt ¢ Mj.t Sm~.." o~ M 
i.~; r,~et~rsive, the Corollary follow s immediaiely~ 12"] 
Co:eollat'y 3 (Robh.~son Consistency Theorem), Let  L:i, L:i, Lz be first-order lan~ 
guages with L~ Vt L.  = l_.~ and M~. ]~¢,. Ms. be ihe correspOmli,ig classes as defined 
e~ 2 * i.. ,5,~ctton 1; let :~, ~ ¢~I:,~¢ ~]~  1' h be sentenees; :and "I' c M:~ a Se! of sentences such 
thci ebr all sentences f)c=. ?vL~ either 6 ~7 7t" or "-I 0 E ~1~ If X kJ Tct{¢} and V U TU {q~} 
are both Cc.~sistent then ~ "~"~ ,~ . ~.~ 2i (j I ~.. ,~ ..,, ~ ~ is consistent: 
Corollary 4. (Craig's Theorem). I f  M, ,  M;  A,t~ arc as above ~ ~_ Mi .  ,l*~ M.  are 
sente~,ces, and ~ b ~o ,-> ~s~ ihen tliere is a sentence: 0c iVl:~ such that Z ib ~ ~ 0 and 
Proof, TheSe two Coroiiaries are proved jus~:.a.~ :in [~L:p~ 2~5J.'~ [~ 
Mbc~e~ ~ theory of ~:~FbJogicaf s~rcCwr.'cs ' "~ 
i 
sentences i~ M as :<:,~0es ~ N~) :L :  : :  i ::: : 
ProoL Here  I.[~e~;~,: de~{dtes  the  " " " ~ : • usual dlrect product o f  tbsp. ~.<..~} re~,:a 'd,e:~ a~; 
tw0=sorted Structures. "["his mea~,S  "~ . ,e  ~" 7 ¢~ ~:~ - ,~. ' .~a-  c," ~'~:< . . . . . .  ~-, ...... , <.:< ,7, :, 
iirst.0rdei ° str~tcttlres (A . .  "<:~;?" {P~, ~.f with th:e box  ~oFo!ogy [7:; I(??~I: 
By T!ie0ret'tl I{  We cari ,met md~.--,r~.,, :~t,... ,.~-,, 
topOlogiCally isomorphic for each i, Hence ]L~rdl and ~~ 27}' ~'~'e ~ f~lr < ~ ~(' ['~ ":d~  ~' 
isomorphic.  But  bythe  0tditr!ary l:.'.f,~+>r .. . . .  V<~t.loht 'l~}" COt~-~;~'~  
It should be observed d;at Batakstori vroved h".< [i]  what amotmts ~o a ~;peci:..~i 
case of Theorem i :any  two perfect regular Hausd0r~ spaces ha.,m }a.omc.r:~ ~ moro~'<' .... 
ultrapowers. 
To conclude this Section; I will sketch a local  version of the uI~rapom ....
theorem. In studying topological groups it is Often conveuier~ to t~sc ~.i{::: r~c,t:io~i of' 
local isomorphism. T{~is caw be defined for all top01ogicaI strt;ctt~re.s ar:-,d i!. c~m :!-..~ 
connected with elemeritary equivalence in a s~fitabie Iang~ag .... Let c be- ar~ 
of tile: form ({A. 7]. {B,, ! n ~ o_~}~ c~, a:) where a. c~ .4o ]f U ;,- a~,~y set, ~' .... ' 
th e Power set of  U .  
' : 2 t ~ ~,\ @, Def in i t ion  3 .  I f  d = ({A ,  T ':~} s~,~ I n c~ a.~s, ~:~ ~<~/ and  = 
({B, T~}, {PIll ;l ~ ~o}, ~ ,b} are models of ~ thea d~ and~ are ~ocaHv :L~omoqU?ic 
at c if and only if there are Ue: (T-:~) '~, V~ ('1~) * such that a ~ U. b ~ V; ~r~d ie 
structures : : : : 
i 
({~s, ( 'r~) *c~ " "l, " . a> Pt r-.,.;, {/~;: n U '~''~ i " : /1 ~ oJ~, @
and 
: \:"r~z,', (7~.).r)P(V)};{t~..~C~ v o? i  n~ro) ;  ~... b) 
are topologically isomorphic. 
: ; 
: I deline a subset M'(c )  of  M(c )  aS the S;~at!est Subset of ,w(~a ~,.~,~m;..,,,<. 
: ( l ' l  al l  quantifier-free refine!as 0f M(c)are  'in M'(C) ,  ' : , 
(2):i~ <~, <~v,,,,,~M'(c); : : . . . . .  
: (3) if :~ ~.M'{c) and, ai| occurrence .6f [& in: ~ ~re ;,;osidve.; Ii~.,::~ (V ~ L;~s; ~:~d 
where iS: anyset  variable a=~d X~ !S art'./ J~( ~:vid~ d 
varlab.~, ..... : . . . .  
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(4) ff q~_ M (c) and all occurrences of U; in ~p are ~egative, then (N/i~) ~ and 
M (c ) ,  . . . .  : (~G)~are in  " . . . . .  = = 
(5) if veM,e)  ti!en :(RX~)(x~ e L{/,,~) and (Vx~)(x/e ::~ --~:~) arem . . . .  M (c), 
The promised connection bet~:een tocal isomozphism and elementary equival- 
ence is providet by :the following theorem. : : 
Theorem 2 /~sd and g~ are wpotogical " i ,. L (c~-stm:ctures then :~t and ~ " ~" ~" ,satts~), the 
same sentences in M"(c) if and only if *.hey have ' " ., u~trapmvers which ,,:~v toeadv 
isomorphic a~" c, 
Since the proof of this theorem is very similar to that of Theorem 1. it wilt be 
omitted,. 
3,, P reservat ion  theorems 
h,_ tl;is section, ! will prove topological analogues of two classical preservation 
theorems. The method of proof is a modification of the special model teclmiques 
of Morley, Vaught, and Keisler [3, Ch. 5:2], To state our results we first need 
some terminology. 
! 
Definition 1, Let ,~ be in prenex form, where ~ is in M(X); then the reduced 
qua!~.t~fi.er ~refix of #~ is formed by deletin~ all set qt antifiers ~.~*~ **'~ -- .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ac q~mmifier 
prefix of p. If the reduced quantifier prefix of ~ consists only of existei~tia| 
quantifiers, then we say that ~ is existentia[ with respect o individual quantifiers; 
if the redtmed prefix is universal NR, NV, etc.)then w e say that ~# is universal (V3, 
3V,. . . )  with respect o individual quarltifierso 
Definition 2, tf ,N! = ({A, T}, {E,., [ n c ~o}, 6 ) and ,~B = ({B, S}, {~;, i n ~ ,:0}: ~ ) are 
toTx>iogical structures of the sa:me similarity *ype, then d is a topological extension 
of ~?, ~;nd N ~s a topological substructure of M, if B cA ,  [~ = E~ f? B ~('*~ for all n, 
and S--~' " 
, i  
"fheorem 1. Let ~ be a sente~ce in M a~d . . . . .  ' " suppose that for all topo:ogzcal structt~res 
s~' and ~, ff N is a topotogica~ sz~bsm, ct~re of :4 and ~i~ ~'~  then ,~ t::: ¢, Then there 
is a sentence 0 it~ M which, is exi,st~!~:ztiai' wittl ;espect o individual quantifiers ar:d 
X~, ~ ~& .... 
ProoL Before giving the proof i note that the converse statement, Le., that every 
:¢ which is:existential with respect o individual quantifiers is preserved under 
topological extensionsl is a straightforward induction On the :number ~:~f quantifiers 
in its prefix° : " : : 
?vtodel theo,.~.of w~elogical =trv.~,r~:s" " '~ , x . , )  
To  prove tile: statement o! the theorem, I: suppose: .that.: g and..N are ,~!~.y 
.topological s t ructu~ such that if41 is..exisv~ntia!"-wlth .~esr~et ~o individual 
. . .  , ~ ' . . 
qua1!t!fie,-,s and  ~: h ~, •then ~ .~ #2: The n I: wilt: fi~d "~.,.  N2 i and e~en?entary 
embeddinN ] i N--~, M,~, g: ~ a., .~£o. SUOfi that (~,)* ~ai¢ be topologically embed., 
ded" in (sg,,)*. In fact this is. done just as in theproof.of "zhe.uitrapower t!~egrem! 
let {M,I n a a~},-{N,-! n ~ oJ} be tiefined as ia. Theorem: .I o~ sect!on. 2 and i.et ~,~i 
~,,, .be the associated irect iimiL~, Let 
a.,. -- ({A.. T'~-}, {P~"~ l m ~ ¢o},e}, 
I will construct by inducdo~i a topological is~mou)h~mxl of (~,,)* ento a 
topological substruc:.~we of (.~,)*. Suppos e that at stage n we have constructed 
sequences {a~ ]a <. ~'.,~-~} {ha i~ < A,_~} of individualsand sequences ~K~,_L~' t a < . ~  "  
k,_~, t ~ n -  1}, {M~, ~ 1 a < A.=~, i ~ n -  1} of sets such that 
(t)  e,,_x = {b~ 1 o~ < A,,_d ~ B... {a, t ~ <.~,,.4}c A,, 
(2) {I~,L t i cx<A, , _ , , i~n- -1}cT  "~., {M~,N~l <A~.._~.i-~.t~-t}c:T ~'a, 
g-=i~, - ,v -= i~ Mt=NT~= ,~,-=,,i,, 
fo~ all ¢~<A.,_~, i<]<~t~7-1;, a ,~L._r , .b . .~N,t_  ~for all a <A,,_~ 
(3) for all ~<l , . .  1 and. all U~Ta. - , (V~T ~.-,) containing a~,(b,~) one ha.~ 
K~_~ c U(M~_~. V) 
(4) for all ~(x~ . . . . .  Xk, U~ . . . . .  U,, V~; . . . .  V~) in M, existential with respect 
to individual q~antifiers, in which Ut . . . . .  U~. ,are positive and :'~t . . . . . .  ~', are 
negative, and all a~,... ,ot~.<A._,,,  3q, . . . : ,%<A,,_~; fl~ . . . . . .  i~--<A,,-~, 
i~ . . . . .  i, <'nL' l ,  h . . . . .  i ,<~n-1,  if 
then 
.. At stage :n = 0 this boiI~ down .to. the fact that- if q~i ~ exis!.ent~al with respect o 
individual quantifiers/ind q~ i,~ a .Sentence:)nM, then. ,~ ~/p..implies ~ ~ ~ Which is 
true by hypothesis~. So assume it .has been done: for ri,~and now I witl do ~t fo~' 
n.+l. First one chases 
{b~, !x . _ . i~a< a,,L. {a,,• j x.~.<~ ~ < xi,} 
so :that.. 0). and (4)-are.preserved:. This .is: a Simplel eonsequen °e. ~f ttae .part,at 
saturaii0.n. Of M-k+ f; one.0niy has -to note thht~ff .~o~;.~.' ..: ',-~% satisfy'the: h ~ypotbeses 
1; section 2 (except tmt ,the ro!e~ .bf .~(  and:~,~, h~-~e heeiir~;eNeA).. It :is.-o_nly; 
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necessary to  note that if ~ satisfies the hvlx~thesis ~'~ ¢,,4-'~ their:so do (V L;~')~ a~d 
(~V)~,  : : . . . . . .  : : 
This completes ti!¢ sketch of the .induction. Let h be :the map which sends b~ 
h~to a,,. f~oth P,,(X~,- ..-%~.,o) 4~itd -'~ P~£(Xi~ £i:i i X~;;.~'~ are forinuias of the k ind  
described in (4) SO: ;' x . . . . . . .  • ~4; implies that !i i san  a!gebraic ember|ding of (~)*  into 
(.~d~.,)*. Now take any % in the range of h, and iet u~ T'~,, b e any Open set 
• ': "~c: By (4) h maps M;,, into containing %. Then Ua T °~, for some t: so by (3} K .... U\ ' ~" 
K,~','3 Range: h, so it is continuous if Range h is given the induced topology. I 
Finatly, if V~ T ~,, and b~ ~: ~/, then V e~ T (~,, for Some n,. and her~ce by (3) N~:- -~5 
But by (4) h "-~ maps L~ N Ravage h into N~ so h '~ is also com:hmous. 
I.~e proof that the result t have just proved implies the conclusion of the 
theorem is entirely shnilar to the proof of Corollary 1 in Section 2, so I will omit 
it. 
Corol|ary ~t. A sentence p s M is preserc, ed under topological extension); (f and only 
if ~here is some ~k ~s M; existential with rcspect te individua[ quantifiers, st~ch that 
Proot~. By Theorem i and the remark at the begriming of the proof of Theorem 
This result :.; c[osety related to Feferman s many-sorted preservation ttieorems 
h~ [@ h-~ fact. one direc~.:ion f the preceding corollary is immediate from the easy 
hail of Feferman's Theorem 5.t i~ [4, p. 71]. T!~e di~cult part of Corollary 1 
d~es not fol!ow from Feferman's theorem since there .is .*~o way of k~owi~~g a 
priori whethe= the ~) yielded by Feferman's theorem is in M~ 
Now I witl give an even sketchier account of a correspondir~g preservation 
theorem for continuous homomorphisms. 
Definition 3. A formula ~p in M is positive if iicontains no negation symbols. 
The~:~rem 2, Let ~ he a stridence in M and suppose ttiat fbr all topokNical sm~ctures 
.~.~ ,.e~ere is a continuous homomorphism 4'  N onto d a.nd !~ i: e then d ~: ~, 
Then ,.,ere", is a ~.~?sitive s ntence ~p: in.: ~,I such that ,.v F- ~p~,~, & 
Proot. Suppose ,~ a~~d !?~ are topological structures and for all positive sentences : 
~) in M if N ~ qJ, then o;:2 b J~. *l°'he~ ! conStruct;~.;, N,, aS before and define by 
indt.~ction a continuous horno:~orph~sm h from N~0 onto ~N,I,~ h': Choosing th e 
individuals {% [~,~ <A~,}; .~b~ a,<X,, .~} ir~ the induction I follow the. Classical 
method as ill ~13, Ch. 5.2] u~!ing tile fact that if ,~, . . ; ,  e,,~ are po~.itive formulas in ? 
ttien so are Vx(:V~'~:~ e ) and ~x(A;':°, ~,)..{i~ choosing the:setS :.iK~Ia< 
A,~.., ~, ~ --, n 1}, {M~ a -. A~_ ~, i ~<,n. 1} in the inductio n, I pr0cet d ,as :in Theorem 
1, section :2.,I do not need to Clioose :sets {L~ } and {N~} sincc h: :need ontv he 
co~,tintous; it does  " ~;: • .... 
by  the Same. argumer~t as a~ '.~e ..... end of 'T~~e0re~'~a t:. ,_.,~n . . . .  
Corol lary 2. _If @ is (~ sev.4ence #~ M: ~he~ ~ i.> pr<ve~',~'~ed by @.e ...... :-'~ . . . . .  
continuoe,s homomorl.@~c imo.ges ~f ~:e~i}:~ o 2y :°.~ ~.,~e'..e x a 
such that  ~" }" a )~-*  & : :: . . . .  
i :i 
Proof,  One haK was  proved ira :Fhe©re~'p.. x, ( :or.,ve~:,,;e~v~ ,~::~ ::£: be ..... ~ ..... ~> ,.:. 
,q%ow " ' ~k~r a£~v ]w'@g,t,x:*, By induction on tlie m~mber Of q~ar~tH:~e:c~ ] _~,.a~ 
7 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t===,=, i8 cieal' ,. !De d > ~(h(b.}  } t.o=j, "V,_ VL.}. Fo~ atomic f 'ormtias ~,;< 
definitio~ of homomorphism and the assamptio:r?:s ,m. V,., IX :,me V,, i]~x a~d Vx 
presem no problems,. (For the last one rerzember t~at h maps @ onto ,ei~)o @ U}.,: 
cannot occur since eactn occurrence of a set variaIAe ::: the formu]a is poslt:v,;::. ?;o 
suppose ~ ~(VU),~(b:> ~ , b,,, U~ . . . . .  g~%~, U). L~t V~ =. h(U~)for  a!~ i and ]ct 
t~  be any set m T °~ containing h(b). Since ii "' c ~*- - - ,  ~ *h ~r,- i:~ ~" - "T ':~ 
such that b 6 Uo aad  >%~ h(U%): We howe ~.~ b 4#(b~ . . . .  , b., U:~, , . ,  <, , ,  UI<~) ~;o 
by inducti0n hypothesis ' 
d a ~(~i(bJ  . . . .  , h(b,,), V., . . . . .  , V;.,,, %).  
Since ¥~ was arbii:rary, 
~. The M-theory of topological modules 
For certain specific theories we can reduce the problem of ...,..N~m,~'~->; "v. .., ~. 
equivalence relative tom tO the~ problem of eq@vale~ice ~,4,~,.~., ,  ~. ..~,-,,~,,-~e~.-.~,~... a maeL~ 
smaller subset  of M, I he moA: prominent  example of this red~:~ctie~) stt-~e ~ "~ .... 
of topotogical: modales,  which will be studied in this secti0m TYie theorer~'~ wiak:is 
wit! be proved ' . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . .  f~" ...... "."~-FI.2 i, here m a topolomca!  varmnt of a tLeoaem d~te to < ,~-,.8 .:ag~. 
Sabbagh proved that '&,- any:  fixed ring R~ two R-mod@es a>e, eieme~:arH3/ 
ettmx a~e~1~t d and m~l~ ~f the,e.., satisf~., the s .me.V~ sente.c~..° I ,~--:~ , . ..................... ~..~ 
two topological R-moduleS (ix'L; modules w i th  a topolo£y i.,~ whieh +, -:-, a:r>{ 
x--~ rx are contmuous  for  all r ~: R) ~atts~.,~ the sam.., 6 ~,,.~ ....... ~,.y 
if they Sat i s fy : the .same sentences :in :M(f0})wi] ich are V~:wi~:h re, q:>ec~: t , 
:individual quantifiers. A~dmttv I sil l .prove this res@t or@ for aDeiiar~ gro'ep:', >*~i 
i t  will be c lear  thatl with: :triVial modif icati0ng:the same p:i'oof Wi:Ii ale0 wet ;  fo~ 
• R~modulesl  I f  We Co~tside~ R2mod~f les :wi th : the  disci:ete topok,gy we ¢>~:,tai='} 
Sabbagh'S:theorem asa  SpeCial Case of  ours. : :  . . . . . .  " i ': i 
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We start: with a language L with one 3-ary relation swnbot =+ and binary 
remt~on ~vmbol- .  As usualwe fcrm L and then adioin one:individual constant 
symbol :° '(' " :the form (iO, [/~', -~ , - ,  ~=,02 0 to torm L dO:). L'({0})-structures are Of • ~ '~ "  ' : : " 
where 0 e G. Let a Consist of the axioms for abellali ~roups and the following two 
axioms~ ,:' : , . . . .  : ' 
( i )  VxlVy,Vzi(+(X,, v,, z~)~ (vUL.(3 ¥i);i(B wj > 
Vx~Vv.,VZ~(:;4 < V A y,, ~ W A +(X.,, V4., z:,:)-~ z.,¢ U)); : 
(~)  
. , ~ " . .  . . . . . .  , . . , . . . .  cr ) ,k  V.~,Vy ~v- (x~, v~) -'~ (V U),,(B I,,'):~ Vx, Vv x~ ~ V ..\ ~o (x~,, Ye)" : v, e 
Then ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ea >.~<~zl if and only if d*  isa topolo~icaI abelian group. :, 
Suppose .~¢ = <{G, T}, + , - ,  ~_, 0}. we wilt adopt the following notatiom 1/~ 
wi i ldenote{U~TlOeU},and ie  &(X ~ . . . .  x,.,,U>. U;,~)" "; > ..... t~ . . . .  ~s an ~}[t.t0,s-t O~,mU,a, 
a,.< . . . . . .  a,,~.G, A, . . . . .  A, , :e~'then &(x>.. x~, ai-i.:,+, a,~; At . . . .  A.:,) ~ 
will denote 
"t(O~,, G~id}qb(b~,  ¢, u~+,, , A,,,L. 
The proof of the main theorem will rely heavily on the properties o~ the f01lowin~ 
class of formulas. 
Definition 1.  Au  .M({0})-for:muta is positive primitiee if it has the form O, . . .  O.,d~ 
where 4 is a conjunction of atomic formulas and each O, is of the form 9a) or 
(vU,)o. 
One of the most basic properties of these formulas is given i~ the next iemma. 
Lemma 1. It[ ~(x~. x~,, U~,. .  U,,) is positi~e primitive. ~ = 
({G, T}~ +, - - ,  ~ .0}  is a model of 2kA A T* has a basis at 0 consisting o f  
subgrotq:~s, and Ai ,  . ~ . .. A,,, c T* are all subgroups, then &(X~,o:.,x,, 
A~ . . . . .  A,~) '~* i s a subgroup of G'L 
i~;ro~ This is a s~raighffopa~ard in uctiori o/~ the, number of qum~tifim~ itl 4~i If ~ 
~s q~antifie>4ree it is trivial; and the inductive step for a quantifier of :the form 3Xi 
is likewise ~mmediate. Now suppose that the result is truel for 4~(xi,:i , x,:, 
U1 . . . . .  U,,. .  t-,--~+ G,  : '~ " L~.t { .~: i i  i ~ I}  be :  a basis at 0: for T* Consisting: of St~bgroups. 
: } 
Then : 
( (v<, , i&6(x : , . ,  . . , ,  :,:. ,,~,, : . .A , , .  U , , ,+0) ' **  
,¢5~ ,, : 
which is an iniersection of subgroups and iherefore iS itseg a Subgroup ~ .... 
: I t  follows by simple maniptflations that; Under the l';~3)0theses of Lemma 1:, i f :  
: coset0f4~(x,~ 2:iXi, 0,.: . ,0 , .A I . . . . , .A  :¥~*,,~ : =:  " 
~Mx:~ ;, 5. x. Ui  . . . . .  U][:+be posiif>~ 9d~rd:+iVe 72 i  AA ~ 71~ £:>r Jd[ = : .... : : :  ~:=-?ii 14!::i; g . . . . .  
(T*)of ' , : , reach ++c]~tnand ; : ' :  : : :, 
: ,< . ~ : • .4+: ;b : 4>Cs. , >:,: A : . .  + ,  A.+) 
= +] ,1 +(+:t  . . . . . . .  . ...... : . . . . . .  +<]  + 
+ 
Proof ,  ?Phi first stateJ.nent +s 4.+,., ~:.++<.y .,cis..q+++euu,.,. of  o.,'<ia+:+,~i+atk)ri, stool, if a ~5 >+: 
the i t  the set Of fort l iulas (a  + .~.+] A I .; t,x e U-++ X ~+ A~)  i :c +-'+ "+++ is : ...... : ' . . . . . . .  " +- 
tmio?, of  sets in  7;  so A s +~ (T*}o,  
P+ow ai++~e, s cond statemeq]t is proved by iixh/ot:}ot on 1;be ~im++:+er o:l-
in & if 4> is qnantif ier:-f iee l..he ~++esb++]t is obvious+ {';upp0,<~¢ i!; is b":(a'. ~or 4 + a~d 
4> = (VU)o& Note  that  s ince  each  set  var iab le  occur.<,~ r~osi6ve,+y i~+~ +rf~, ii: ~.s c~eac ;..~,~+. 
: "~ . ,  A ;  . . . . .  A.,)+~+! "  4>t ,X  D + + .%+:  . _  , 
q "++ 5]  6(,x+ . . . . .  +.+.At . . . .  +,<,-+ : . } i ~ i + ~ + f i  ;++ '+'%g:'+~ 
Conversely ,  suppose '+*" : thatm~ ad~tat . . . . . .  ,a , , ,A~, ,  .,A.~:=) %ra i l  +<+ ; k__<:.+ + + . l~ ,~ + + + ~ Jr+ -+ 
Then for each g a To, ,N*b~h(a+, ;++, a, ,  A~. . . . . . .  .A.;~'+ B'+ for a t  h +. , k++, <; 4+,. 
"'~'+~" : , :  ,4,,,, g+)+ ' : : ' - 'V  ~ ' : "  " By indact iom .r.7 , eta+, . . . .  a. .  A , .  Hence  ,+ . • & :~ } ~ ~970t  ¢+i  + . . . .  f :~+~ 
f~i=s proves that .4 ~ . . . .  A,,,. U)  si~we 7~> is a basis at 0 for T*. " " :  
b(x , ,  : . . . .  x,+, As , . . , ,  A, . )  +-~* : 
+ ~ " + X,~-+A:-,+ + " " + P+ • + +*c,>~) + 
F ina l ly .  suppose  the theorem is true for #~ a.nd ~ = ]lx,_<.aq:+ " ......... . . . . .  . d :  i = 
Etx~+~i, t/*(a t, + +, . i  A "' + + _ . . . . . .  7:+, '<  a , - '+  " [} i ' i '++~:}  . . . . . .  a,+, 2%>>!, Ak  . . . . . . . .  ++.;: fo:r a~t k.++ .
{,+/~(a>..+, a, x, A~.;. :;  + :,~.4 '"'111. k j , .  .+, .k,] < a~]-: is firi:itely sag~sJ++b.b.7*s i+n .cA ,,,: ,,,,e'_+ 
i nvar iance  of 4> and the fac t  that  al l  set Var iables 0CCe::-positively i'u+ c+_'+. ++y 
+;LSaturat ion  there is some a e G such ' ";+ " ' : ~ ~ °,+ 'that  +su ~'~::t+;++.+ - - ,  G. a, An . . . . . .  i ":' for 
dq+ +,a ++. +,  
a l  lq , ,  ,, k;,, <: O; : Sine{+" the : theoret i  is trhel f: G-a : :  >~:.( .... +, <+ 
< . : 7LxTi+~#:ta+,: .  + :+ ~aT,+ x +.;.+; A i. .  :t,+) ".&is ++roves A. t . .  ,.,4.+,} so  L+ *+ ' . . . . . . . .  , + - ... 
4>(x,,+.:,x,i,a,,+.i.A,,)+ : : +:: ( + 
' : ' :  L+ h ; ,  : . . . .  ' . . . .  A~, .  
The oppos i te  inclusion; i s  again inimediate+ l~  : . . . .  : " : : 
:Def in i t ion  2; :;if .21 ; ({G,:  T},  + ,  +.:; ¢ i  0)  is an  ,0 , - sa turated  mode!  I o f  .Z. u A +::t 
TaiojJilSist oJ~ {iLiOS+ eiCHi~+~/7CS OJ. (T"'} o + * + "+vliM~ Can b#Writter+ in t t2  f~TZr.q (+2.,+2;.,~, A;, : 
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DefiDition 3. Let 'b~,. i i ,  4~i~, g ,>. ,  A be p0sit>e primitive :>rmuiaS witti free 
Variables =amon~ x>, . . .x . , ,  U ,  U.~ For  eaci~ 0 :~S~t .~ !et c~(d , , , . i . .&~;  
~.,¢~ . . . .  ,~ : ;S ]  del~0te tiae formula Z : :: 
(VL%t)ot3 Vs4~) o , (Vg , : )o (3gT~)oVx , Vx , ,  
V- 
Lemi~ta 3. g ~'*,-~,..c;i' = ({G Yb, -~,,: e .  0} es an. ~o; -samrate :d  ~ode*  (~,~" x, Li A :  
A, ,  A~_.~, A'; . . . . .  A" ;'.- i c T~, ,fbr each ~ < a~,. B,  c! 7 o . . . . . . . . . .  a;M B . .. .. B,~, n < m: 
B = n,,<~.l?,,~; <h,. . . . . .  ~.., ~{q . . . . . .  d4.:, s are as in Defir~ition 3 and  
o-(,1,: , ;  S) (u~ . . . . .  V , ,  v ,  . . . . .  x~) = c4¢ , , , .  . , 0,;,;  , I,, . . . .  , ~,~i s.). 
Suppose fl#'ther that 
• d*  ~ ~7(,5; q,; ~"  . . . . .  A* 
for al] n - -~ .  Z,~n ~g:~Po'(~b; t~; s ) (A> . . , A~_~,.B,A~ . . . .  A . . . . .  B~I 
Proof. We proceed by induction ' "~ ' - ~ ., back .yards wm n. For x = e~ the conduskm is an 
immediate result of Lemma 2: Suppose the result is true for s + 1. By definition 
c~(¢: 0 ;  s) = (Vu;+d, ; (~ v ' ' 
Pick a~y lye  (T*)~., and let la,"e To be such ~:hat W'c: Ig(: Then for each ~ < ~o 
d*  P rr(~I~; ~,, s + t ) (A> . . . . .  '~, .~. B,,, tV', A{ . . . . . . .  &.{q, B ,~,  K,,). 
Using ah-saturation, pick L e To, L c fT,,<~aK,. Then since the variable t.¢.(:t 
appears negatively in o'( .&; q~; s + 1), we obtain 
.:4*}~,~r(+;,'~);s+l)(A,,.. A~._ . , ,B , , ,  " . . . .  , ,  ~I~ , A i ,  . . .  ,4~_> .8,,:.~, !., 
i 
for "~ ' . . . .  w' :~. Then by the.induction h3~othesiS : ' 
,Taa , / 
: . . . .  i 
and finally s:~cc U.+, ~s positive in' rr(tb; ~! s ~-i) and: W'c  Wwe 0btain:that 
d '  .'-o'(¢; '~,~; ,~ :~-- ,.),A, . . . .  , A,,_~, B, W. A~ . . . .  , A'~q. 
Sk ,ce  W wa~ arb i t ra ry ;  : : 
[ : : 
Lemma 4. Suppose d = ({G; l'}, + ; 7-; e ;  O) is ee, <:~.:samrawd model of  X U a:  
w!wre ~oi :+card(G)+Card  (T )~m Then then: is :a ,'equeniie {At~ !¢~ < a} ~ Of 
e lements  :4 :7~:  such . tb .a :¢  : . . . .  : : : i :  
: " :: . . . .  : : : i 2 :  : , :: . 
{iif) if A c 7~ : :: ~"*. .. .... ++ ...... ,+ . . . . . .  : 
' ;÷' -:'~ ... .  :+  " ° i )}  " (N)  /~or . . . . . .  aH  pos i t i ve  pd ,~t f f t i ve  .D:~'~n~C"as ~.h,': :. . . . . .  +=, ;::,,:++' . -~Iq,• , ~:4:, ~.. ++ -.<;u~+,. ';~i:; , 
then  fo r :ag :  = " : + :~ ~: *'+~ : : . . . . . . .  
i 
t~ , fo r  a l l y  { s~,~+ e f ; r . ,mt~vv  ., or.,++.~<.+ ~,.:~, . :~; <:: -+ ~: <;: [:: +1 :e{&,, + 4. m 
ProoL Note :first that since Mg Aa 
,qt k, (VUYo(~ V+), ,Vx,Vx.Vxjx ,~ e V~ a :+~. e % A -';-~..+¢~, >:> :v:+,~:! 
and 
These are both sentences of the ,.ype considered . . . .  "~ . . . .  +" IB [IV:. . a~]d iv),": vo if v:¢.eazJ ,h~v+ 
any sequence -~ i ~:+..t ~A~i/3--(~s of sets in T~isatisfying (iv) and (v )  ~'~ ....... (i[) will 
automatically be satis:fied. : 
Now Iet {'G#~ i/3 < ce} be a list 0f the elemems of 2)> SuppOse I/k:: e~ arid A~ hat-: 
,.,c..m .. . defined for a l l /3~g),  so that properties (i) through (% a).'e sa~sned"" : a~d 
A,¢ c: f]s<~ Ga. Then for  every s+ every Sequence 15 = ( : ?~, :+. ,  ~.e,~} wtaere :~ .... 
.... < ~ <: 2,; and every taro tuples ~, q~ of positive m~imfiive form~cdas, ff ,>gb- 
. t 
. . . . . . .  i , , .... + l )  
: x (a~{; : :+ ,: A , , ,  U:.., i, A@ .A~:. "V~ ; +). 
Likewise.: if +d V mcr(4ai $;  0) then  
.s,~* ~ (~ u;..),,(v vsi:):++<,-(,; ~: s + :~,) 
: '1 : :  : ~(.< (: : A+:: <,.+if+, ~, v ~ 
For each triple ([~] ¢ ,  * )  Such that tiie Sezorid case holds; Wecan :.ok:~' f~(l~ 'b-, tb )¢  
To such that , : ; : : : 
" : * i  ~< ' (  I i : 
. . . .  , ( +  ~, 
. . . .  : x .(+A<++,. :+., A:+. :B,|~, o+ .~,. A+., .... .  /+.c++., -!4: + ~). 
Then if W+ (T*)O a,~d We-- rq {B(I~, ¢ ,  , )}  it wiIi f0i]oW that : + 
. . . .  sCeb-'~r(4a:@; +:' " .A:~, +I4A,,+ : : i s : r  ] : (A i~+++ . . . . . .  :,,. + ; , %+,  s 
for al {1~ and ali:4~+ ~ such l:hat M g -]~r(+; qf; 0)+ This is a eonsequei~ee of t:h~;: faro 
ihat: U~ ;?'appears only negatively in-7 er(dO;:.q*; S,-~)t), Since ;~d Ji; saturated, we ca:a 
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Let ~,~ be any pair of tupies of positive prii~it~ve formulas uch that ~t ~i 
cr(d~;O;O) and let [3 be as above. Then, for ead~: Such Ixip!e we Can find 
C(I~; ~b, flO ~ 7o Such that : . . . .  i : ,  ' ' 
¢0) ,A  a~;  ([B ,~*+~c,(+;. s+ 1)(ai:~,i: .:. a ; 'Uo ,  ~ + i , ;A~. ,  :C , + ,  .
get B~ c: B++f't ~{C(i+, <b; t~)}, B~ c + ~+ Then by the negativity of +++~++ in 
o-(4>; 0; s + t), we ob+ain 
sg* + o-(+; t~+,; s + t)(A+~ . . . . .  A;+:+, Bo, A+ . . . .  +; A+:, B ;f) 
for all ~ and all ~b, ++ such that d~o'(<b; tb; 0): Now repeat he process to find 
Bm c B~, B2 + 7o, such that 
~* ~r(~b;~; s +~`  +_)( . . . . .  4.++,B,) 
for all l~ and all 4, q~ such that d~-{r(4~;~; 0). Do this for each n and the~ !et 
A.,, = (],+.<~, B,+. By Lemma 3; we obtain 
.~* ~ ~r(~; +; S + t)(A+ ...... +. As+, A,, A~,, . . . .  A¢+++, A v) 
for all ~, q+ such that .~ ~+ o-(~b; +; 0) and a l  13 = ~ <+ • + </3~ < % This is condition 
(iv). As stated before, (v) is satisfied since Avc  B0~ ~ {B(~, ++ ~J)}. [2 
!,~ t~++e proof of the mah+ ;:it+eorem+ it wtl be rtecessarv to 'rise two eombit?ator{a~ 
facts about uniorts of cosets. The first m+e is due to B+ H. Neumann. 
Lemma 5. I f  G is a group, St , .+. ,  S,+..are subgmups of G, g+,+. +, g++G, G= 
k~ += ~ S~g?, and the index of S= in G is infinite, then G = ~=:t~t'+-~ ~g+. 
t~rooL See [1t, page 105]. 
Lemma 6. Suppose G, G' are abelian groups; S, S+ . . . . . .  &, are subgroups t~f G; S ~, 
S~ .... S'+. are subgrvups { f  G ;  g, gl . . . . .  g,-- , 8 ,s1 ,+.  , ., g , ,eG ; ]"or every 
(i? C {1 . . . . .  $gJ~ i"t i~:C (Sg~ S~gi )  = 0 if and only (f ~+ec (S g N S+g+) - O; and  for  
{:t every C ~ . . . . .  !d, . 
f~ //i (] '++ " I . . . .  card( 
Then 5g=" U+..~" (Sg +?- <,+)~++," if and o#,v if ~',¢+-: 1 |'~ (S'g'fhS:~,:}+ ~o+. 
: i 
ProoL Suppose Sg = U +~ (-g M s~g~). Then S = <31=~ (Si ~ &g~g ,'); S n s~g~g++~ is 
either I or a coset of S i)Su By: Lemm I 5 we can: assume ,: ++, & aas In_,e index in 
S. and tience all the cardinalities mentioned in the  :hypOtheSes are:finite2 Let  
SNS~g~g '~ =(S  f~ S+)hu Fhen :: : : :: : i: 
j n  . . . .  . . . .  
/ (sc~s'+):= kJ (sr~s,7 M (S:aSO)h~,:::: ::: ,: . . . .  
: : ;: : : . Mc-dei gh~eoO ~d'sopdio{!'.;cag aig~Tc~g~J-<s '7 
All of ttie sets in this ~,fion are fi~it~>i ~t !s a ba~,;m cosp.bsr:~!~:or~a~, xacL ea<~i~, r>-m,~ i:! 
by  induction., tltat if A is a l~ite set ~,nd ....... B.>. } "'.LT,~ are :.,A.,:.;<,~.,a o fA  "~u~.:,~. .. .. 
- U~=~ B~ if a:rM o i ly  if . . . .  : 
: j 
~,,~rd A --.caz.l! U -: 'S" ; ~,~.qi V ~;,,,~dc~ > ~ i~ 
:air{=(.2:--=] 
iS i ,5 , ;m.  If Cc{ ' l  ~g~g - . ..,ez~ther? 
iff 
c~,,d( !~ ( s~s , /  ri "~ " ' - iS. ,&)~,~.}::0 
iff 
iff 
f l  (s n &g,g-'.) = ~, 
N ( sns  ...... ' -~=p 
o~,r¢ N (S' ,'~ </ f~ ,~<Vn, <.~,,,°"'~ ~:'* = 0 
- 7"__. ~ ns ,  g , .~- ' )#~,  where tile bar denotes a coset)o i f  t~kc,S . then  
t t  I {S/~OSi f ~ " card /m ' '~ " L \  /h (sn,%,}h.l  
\.~,c \ / J=i ) ') 
=card{ N (SASh) /n  (SaSh) )  
\ i~C d i=1 
k i¢C  + * "==~ f 
i [ i )~  , , . _ \  
==card{ n IS'MS*'/  ( ) (¢ '<-~ ¢"~ ~"~} 
It follows then from the combinatorial fact noted  above that 
. / i : . . *  ~: ~=£k l i= i  " } 
and therefore: = :: : 
. . . .  ~ -  : i~  . . . .  
I (S"N  ~;;,,,x,",>~ ~,,-t Sq< = ~) { .q%'q  5'~-"~ ' 
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Theorem 1. Sv.ppose ..~ and Z8 are * ..... ",-~;". ~ ......... .... ~. every ~-, :a.s,~.a  :,~betia~ gn~.u ~ arm for : 
M({O})-senwncc ~5 whic.~ is V~ with respect to individual quamifiers, ed '~&:~f  aml 
only if B ~ & 71~en Nr  ever?, M({O})-sei~tence ~.,~ ~ c~ if and '2 i : 
Preoih Bv so~e standard facts about absolutm~ess, we can assume GCH without 
10ss Of generality, and so We can freely use saturated models, Since :~'~ an.t ~:~ are 
• tok,~og:,.a~',.~:- ,~'," ~ abelian groups, they are both models of ~,v U A. Let 
-- .= .~ . . . .  i , ,0). M = {[G, T}, "-, - ,  e ,  0}I 88 t H,,~, , , - ,e  
By takin£ saturated elementary exte~?.sions, appIying Lemma 4 and then takin~ 
saturated elerr~entary extensions again, we cap assume that ~ and ~ are ~'- 
saturated whe~_ e ee >~ ,a h + card (G) + card (T) + card (H) + card (S), and that 7: o anti 
So are linearly, ordered by_ inclusion a~:d satisfy. properties (i)-(v) of Le.mm,,* '~ 4. ",~ " 
{a,., I ~ < a:~ c % {B~ I ....... . . . . . . . .  p~-~}~ So be bases such that if ~<y<a'  then .A~ ~_A.: 
aad B:. ::B~,. "qote that these inctusi_ons need not be proper;  e.g., if T* is the 
indiscrete topotogy then T,~ wilI consist of a single se t . ) I  claim that if 
4>(x, u,. . . . . .  U,,) and g,(x, U~ . . . . .  , U,,) are positive primitive formulas, 
% < ° " " % < a, an.d/3~ <.  • • </3,~ < a:, then 
4(x ,  ,A,~,; A~.):~/(~ , a  dA:.. 4 A~ )"~ 
and 
iaav,z the same carclinaiity. TbAs follows from the fact th'~.t 
&f>:, A~,. . . . .  A,:~)"e/(4 :', kb)(x. Ate,, . . . . .  4~,,) ~4 lias cardinality ~ m if  and oMy if 
,N' k Vx~ • . . Vx., +~Vz ~ • • , Vz,~ +zVyt,:. e • . . Vy~.,,,+ 
(x: " "V?  .... ~. I "° :VY , , :+[  .... 4:(x~,A~: 4 ' 
>, A -(x,, z,),, A +(x.  z,, ,,.~.~) 
i , !  i~ . j  
-~> Y +' " .  A , A:3 )) 
and .';ince .d satisfies the properties o~ a.cz.,ma 4. tMs sentence holds if and only if 
:d ~: (V L.;'~ )oCq V: ) , ; - .  * (V U. :o( ::?:'C, ),,VX~.. ; Vx,i,., ~VZ: 
}m+! 
~'  ~ :, -*':r V~ V,) • - .  Vz , . ,+ ,V)h , :~ • " "vy . ,+~ ,',,t / ,  :~"  s . . . .  , 
\ i '~"  l 
.~ A - (x. z,):, A + (x, z~, v, ~) .-'.: V O()',i;, u .  ! . . .  v .  ) i. 
i= I  i#- j t  i¢~ = : ; , : 
[ , : 
An analogous taterne~?t holds t:01: 22;, and sincd :tile precediir~ seiitenCe is VB with 
respect 0: individual quantifiers; it i s true in .~g if and only ifi:t iS true in :-~; which 
: i : i !k~ode~ 6,:c;.wy oj m, yo~ogica~ st~ucm;,e~: 
. ii .k i : 
DtOVeS tncz Ct:-tiIlk .NO~8 't~]SX ~Or Lhe c[;.~t~!"i ~o e'Ten ,q~3!-te .'s~st~s% $(:G !-%~:. ~. ,  et. )'q 
and &(x; . . . . . . . . . . . .  B..~  B.<) s~ rm~st be  su:b~rOuo..'<wh:k;h is:Jr:~m b3, ~ {~;..n,:: ..  ~ :i Si~c<; ,'-{' 
and  9~ Satisfy the proper t ies  " e ~ .... ~ . . . .  
Now i wilt COnStrt!ct :sequer~:ces ir_a~: ] fi < e.'] ..... r} a~sd ~',.~% t' f i<  <',):' = .~::~ a;!<i" ki.- 
c reas ing  funct ions  ~.:.. : G ,-.~ c¢ q : G -¢, G s ..... , ~.iml, ~..~. ~i~ s, osmve"" r}d<<d:6vv; fom>.~ms 
. . . . ,  o ~::b<r~0, ° "  , k~.q . ,  ) L  "T J : J  wt ,  m: 
" 'e  . - j~ ' - -  or{~gut>/<:-, fo r -  suNc ient  to p rove  the theorem . . . . .  s ince by. cou.smermu'.., ~ >.>, ~>,,~ 
mulas  +(x> x~.x.& --. ~" x~}, and x~ ,~ U, one ea~Jy  p-,,,,<- t{;at me map v-/5~<:,J~ 
sends a,,~ to 5;: ~s a tooolo~dcal : isomor~hism 0~ ,~<- or~c, ,.~ , 
So sappose  the C0IISt~'ue{:iOi] ~Is {3ee:~] carded  ou~ for  ail ,S < "y ai!d ,suppose i' is 
even .  We assume mat G and f i  have  bee~q ~ ""- ,- " ~ ...... ~ " .~-. - , .,.m.}~ 
order  type ce (possiblY. . w i th  repet i t ions)  and  k t  a., be  the  ~-,~.,,. ,  N.s,,'w... ..... .... ,', ....... ,,; 
G-{a~ i v f .  ~ ii! this sc~'* is nonempty, and = 0 otEe~:a,}se To  choo:,e ,% }) " -  yj ., ay  v,.' ~ 
the des i red  _o_~......~,..,n'-"~":"~ iJ: is suNc ient  (shine .c/3 i s  e:--saturated) ~> prove  . . . . .  {i-~.',. 
. " ,  . . . . .  . .  • ' " { l  . [7 , ,  ) ,  i ~ ( . . . . .  
U:,  .... , D%),.°. . .., . . . . .  ~):,(&, ,<,_,_~, U~,.. , ~.). are >~vdt{~,e, ...... f~rimidve for~m.~ias, 
d i=&(a . ,  , a~<,, %,  ,4.pc~,> A '~ 
,J~i'P . . . . .  " " " . . J  {, d - t@~J,c%'h . . . . . .  ' @L~ %.' Ao( / ' .h )~ • ~ ~ ,.%:. ~ - - - 
. fd  ~ '~  ~0.~{a~ . . . .  , a*~,,, 0.~,, * 'qe(m) ,  " • • ,  ."a~,(#,,>< 
H~en there  is some b ~. H, snch that  
~2 P 4(b<,  ...... b~:~, b. B,,<~,) ... . .  B<va,,>), 
or  in o ther  words  
. ,  " B se~ -4  0(be , , . .  ~%,. x . . , , / - ? ,m~ . . . . .  .u~.;~ ' 
~H 
: 
S ince  the  • o - ; -  * '~ ' < -' ~-- • " '  . . . .  co1 iespondmg tact  L..: t~ae o~ a¢,  u ~s-'m~y r~ecessa ry to show .<e.~ ~h.c 
c0nd i t imis  of  Lemma 6 are  satisf ied. Le~: ¢ ---{:.., . . . .  m}. 7'i-,,:,q 
('] (4, A #,~)(bs, ' ! . .1  b,&, x,, ,..~,: Bq,rso,  . : . . ,  Bq(e,>) >~ =@ 
f~¢,2 : : 
i f f  . . . . . . .  
! 





: F : :  ii 
d~-~Ba:,.:+:+~ A (4',',~b~)(%,, .: . .  ,.,. ..,,++,; :+,,.,, A,,+,,., :~,'hi~+ 
N (4> A ¢~)(a~ . . . . . .  %. ,  .v,:+ =, A+;,~, . . . . . .  A~.~,,+) "~;' =-. !+. 
Th,s second equivalence is a consequence of the induction h)~othesis on 
{%, A~(s+ !/3 < T} and {b~, B<~(~3; I fi < T}. Also. as proved before 
I i m \~ 
/ i  A (d~,\ J~.3(0 O, B=(~,~, . B:;a+,~ = 
. . . . .  o,:,++,+,,=,,+++, . . . . .  A,,o;>,) 
/ ( ; (  +,+,,+,+3+:o,+ A++,+>; )+ / \ (=+.  . . . . . . .  
which verifies the secot+d part of the hypotheses of Lemma 6 since by the remark 
after Lemma i, <b(a;+ . . . . . .  %,,x+++.~, A~,u+ 0 . . . . .  A~,u+,,~) +; is a coset of 
6(0 . . . . .  0, x,, +,+ A++<+~,> . . . . .  Ar,(a,>) ++ and likewise for the other formulas above. 
This shows that b.. cae be chose1+ to have the required properties. Now t 0 choose 
A~e,. > and Bd++ ), just r~ote that since s i  and N are c~-saturated and all set variables 
are positive in positive primitive formulas, we; cal! choose p(%,) and q(7) large 
enough so that for alt positive primitb,e formulas @(x~ . . . . .  x=+,~, U,  . . . . .  UI+.+.+) 




s+ ~ (VU,++ t),.,u.>++,++ . . . . . . .  a+,,, as., A+,(o,> . . . . .  AI+,+¢,> U,+÷I) 
~- ; "'- b~+ . b..,, Bq(~,), B,~(~,:>, B+,(<). 
Now if T is odd, we repeat the above process, reversing the tokes of  d and 
This proof works just as wetI for arbitrary R--modules witti t.opologies i,i Wi~{ch 
the operat ions + and ,- are; Cgntinu0us '. Tile :only Changes required: :are the 
; . o , ; . 2 . ; : 
Mode~ taeery o, ;oa)olog~ca~ 8#'e*ca-,.~'eg "V? 
i 
" " . . . . .  ~" f t ' . r  ,o, fo l lo 'wing:  L: must  Cou>in  ,~ue o:ma~'~, re~¢gor~ syn~oot F ; ,  each  ~ '~: . ,  a ;i:u>i 
t i l e "  " ' T}  ~ N¢ e ,0k  : te rm uG,  {g  } r~ r .  
i 
S.  O~5er  re, sif l ls iz~ topo log iea I  mode l  theor? 
S ince  the  theorems ir~ th is  paper  ,:,,ei:e oc.,.amcu0 t~:~ere ~4.:, -' :' 1-~ee~n prog',e,t~; ~~ ;~ 
'~"  ......... ~"~'* by  S~!,:ra [714-i ,~,,thi~, .Ziegler [17]  wt~o uses  E! lren;?euch~ ga~es ,  a~.<c~ ~, ... . 
u l t rapmducts .  Z iegter  mmounces  in [-17] that  ti:ie theory  of  9\o.O*-~;~e'; ]s ,,;,eg;].dabi.e~ 
but  the  theory  of  7~°spaces  is undec]dab le  3"~?e a:~-~de:cidabiiity of  ~.b.e "'~ .......... :c y <>~" 
t -? " " .. o~e,,~qa,..~., of a t i~eorem .e: %/.¢~..,~ apc~ag lcat  abet ian  groups  is an  immediate  ~'  .......  ..... . ~ o, ,. ~:, ...  
B lUr  "-~ " - 1~.t: fa r  Hm~sdar f f  :: . . . . . . . . . . . .  be  ia.n grot:@s nu.~ ~,..~.~.,,~.,*~,~',~ .~ ]:< st.fit ..,~.~'.,~,~..,. cu~,~: v.,~';~""~"... ~:* i -i~.~i :::~ 
Sgro  has  used  resu l t s  f l 'om topo iog ica!  made]  theory  ta  deduce  ;~na]og<>Las 
theorems fo r  var ious  k inds  of  moda l  !-agics. 
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